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Indoor localization has gained increasing attention in the era of the Internet of Things. Among various tech-

nologies, WiFi fingerprint-based localization has become a mainstream solution. However, RSS fingerprints

suffer from critical drawbacks of spatial ambiguity and temporal instability that root in multipath effects and

environmental dynamics, which degrade the performance of these systems and therefore impede their wide

deployment in the real world. Pioneering works overcome these limitations at the costs of ubiquity as they

mostly resort to additional information or extra user constraints. In this article, we present the design and

implementation of ViViPlus, an indoor localization system purely based on WiFi fingerprints, which jointly

mitigates spatial ambiguity and temporal instability and derives reliable performance without impairing the

ubiquity. The key idea is to embrace the spatial awareness of RSS values in a novel form of RSS Spatial Gradi-

ent (RSG) matrix for enhanced WiFi fingerprints. We devise techniques for the representation, construction,

and localization of the proposed fingerprint form and integrate them all in a practical system. Extensive ex-

periments across 7 months in different environments demonstrate that ViViPlus significantly improves the

accuracy in localization scenarios by about 30% to 50% compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless indoor localization has attracted significant research interest from both academia and

industrial sides due to the popularity of mobile and ubiquitous computing. Among various solu-

tions based on technologies like RFID [30, 38], visual images [47], and inertial sensors [14], WiFi-

based localization systems have been widely studied and deployed as one of the most promising

solutions for ubiquitous indoor localization [21, 23, 28, 31, 36, 46, 50, 55]. Built upon widely de-

ployed WiFi infrastructure, WiFi-based localization systems usually employ the easily accessible

Received Signal Strengths (RSSs) as location fingerprints. As a result, these systems are free

of extra hardware or dedicated equipment, rendering them especially attractive for commercial

and pervasive deployment. In addition to several start-up productions, the RSS fingerprint-based

method has been incorporated in the positioning services of great companies like Google, Apple,

Cisco, Huawei, and Baidu.

Fingerprint-based approaches generally consist of two stages. In the first training phase, RSS fin-

gerprints are collected with location labels by site survey to form a fingerprint database (a.k.a radio

map). Then, during the localization stage, a user is located by matching his/her fingerprint observa-

tion against the fingerprint database. Despite extensive research, however, this technology has not

yet stepped in the prime time for wide deployment. Leading companies like Google and Baidu only

integrate indoor map services in sporadic areas like large malls, airports, and museums. The pri-

mary hurdles are twofold: expensive training efforts of site survey and unreliable accuracy. While

the former has recently been efficiently addressed by crowdsourcing-based approaches [28, 36, 41,

50, 51], the unstable accuracy still remains a critical drawback to its widespread adoption [25].

Fingerprint-based systems assume that RSS fingerprints are spatially unique and temporally

stable for a specific location and could be leveraged as location fingerprints. Due to inherent wire-

less signal properties, however, RSS values suffer from severe uncertainty, especially in complex

indoor environments on account of multipath effects and environmental changes, which dramat-

ically impair spatial uniqueness and temporal stability. The resulting effects on RSS fingerprints

are twofold:

• Spatial ambiguity: Fingerprints from distinct locations may be similar, and thus fingerprint

mismatches would happen among distant locations. Spatial ambiguity is recognized as the

root cause of large errors [23, 47] and may lead to large location errors of even up to 10

meters [25].

• Temporal instability: Location fingerprints would vary over time, deviating from and there-

fore failing to match the initially collected ones. Temporal instability further leads to gradu-

ally deteriorated performance over time [13, 42, 43].

In a nutshell, both of them degrade the performance of RSS fingerprinting and further prevent it

from practical deployment.

Many pioneers have been addressing the above spatial and temporal shortcomings of RSS fin-

gerprints. Major efforts usually overcome the spatial ambiguity by leveraging (1) user mobility:

fingerprint ambiguity is reduced by user mobility, either by eliminating less likely candidates with

inertial sensor hints [14, 34] or by constructing mobile forms of fingerprints that combine sub-

sequent measurements along user movements [33, 53, 54]; (2) extra ranging: eliminating spatial

ambiguity by geometry constraints gathered from acoustic ranging [23] or spatial images [47]; or

(3) CSI: to avoid the drawbacks of RSS, some efforts are made to exploit physical layer informa-

tion such as Channel State Information (CSI) for localization. Regarding temporal variations,

periodic re-calibration should be applied to the fingerprint database, either by reconstruction or

self-adaptation [13, 39, 43]. Despite the performance gains achieved, these methods also cause one

or more of the following pains that hamper the superior ubiquity of fingerprint-based systems:
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(1) require accurate user mobility, which is difficult to obtain by erroneous smartphone built-in

sensors and cannot locate a stationary user; (2) impose constraints on user behaviors of moving

or using smartphones; (3) rely on intentional cooperation among multiple users; (4) introduce ex-

tra information inputs beyond RSS measurements, such as digital floorplan, inertial data, images,

and so forth, some of which are even not readily accessible from smartphones. In addition, exist-

ing approaches mostly only deal with one single aspect of either spatial ambiguity or temporal

instability.

In this article, we present the design and implementation of ViViPlus, an indoor localization

system purely based on WiFi fingerprints, which jointly mitigates spatial ambiguity and tempo-

ral instability and derives reliable performance without the limitations mentioned above. The key

intuition is to embrace the spatial awareness of RSS values for enhanced WiFi fingerprint represen-

tation. In particular, the spatial relationships among the RSSs of one AP at multiple neighboring

locations tend to be more robust than individual RSS values from one single location. In ViViPlus,

we propose RSS Spatial Gradient (RSG) for fingerprinting, which depicts the RSS differences

among a set of selected nearby locations. As a spatially relative form, the RSG matrix can better

mitigate the fingerprint ambiguity due to multipath fading and temporal variations due to tem-

poral dynamics like environmental changes, AP power adjustment, and so forth. For example, if

one AP adjusts its transmission power, the RSS values observed at several selected adjacent loca-

tions would suffer identical or similar changes, keeping the corresponding RSG less affected or

unaffected.

ViViPlus’s design follows the classical fingerprinting framework and requires no more inputs

than any previous RSS fingerprint-based systems. Translating the intuitive idea into a practical

system, three challenges reside:

(1) How to represent an effective fingerprint form based on RSG? The key is to formulate a

form that is compatible with the traditional RSS fingerprint database. We define an RSG

Matrix for each location. Each row in the matrix depicts the RSG profile of one AP among

several neighboring locations. To obtain an optimal matrix, we carefully select a subset of

neighboring locations to form a reliable RSG profile.

(2) How to construct such an RSG matrix-based fingerprint for a single query? The construction

of the RSG matrix needs RSS observations from multiple locations. However, in typical sce-

narios, a user only reports one single measurement from one location (or at most a sequence

of measurements along a path for a moving user). Our trick is to reuse the data of a current

candidate location to construct a query RSG matrix. By doing this, the RSG matrix would be

similar to the candidates if they come from the same location and largely deviate from each

other if not.

(3) How to efficiently leverage the RSG matrix-based fingerprints for accurate localization? In-

stead of comparing two matrices row by row, we conduct fingerprint comparison in a global

way by extracting and matching the matrix features. Furthermore, we design an adversarial

learning-based model that can remove the influence of temporal instability contained in the

RSG matrix and further extract dynamics-resistant features.

To evaluate ViViPlus, we conduct comprehensive experiments in multiple different buildings

with various conditions. We deploy ViViPlus in real business environments and continuously

evaluate the system performance across 7 months. The results demonstrate that ViViPlus achieves

reliable performance, with a mean accuracy of 2.13m and a 95th percentile accuracy of 4.91m,

outperforming even the best among four comparative approaches by >27% and >20%, respec-

tively. Even 7 months after the fingerprint database is established, the localization success rate of

ViViPlus maintains >80%, outperforming other works by more than 15%. Our vision is to replace
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previous RSS fingerprints with RSG matrix for WiFi-based location systems in a real-world

deployment.

The core contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) We explore spatial awareness of WiFi signals from the perspective of RSG for localization.

RSG exploits the underlying spatial features of RSSs from nearby locations, which better

mitigates the spatial ambiguity and temporal instability than the original RSS fingerprints.

(2) We propose the RSG matrix to formulate a novel fingerprint form based on RSG features.

Derived from the pure RSS fingerprint database, the RSG matrix is fully compatible and

requires no more information inputs than any existing fingerprint-based systems. We design

algorithms for the representation and construction of the proposed RSG matrix for efficient

localization.

(3) We implement ViViPlus on smartphones and conduct extensive experiments in real envi-

ronments for 7 months. Encouraging results demonstrate that ViViPlus achieves remarkable

performance gain without the pains of resorting to additional information or restrictions to

users.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. An overview is presented in Section 2. We intro-

duce RSG in Section 3 and present the ViViPlus design in Section 4. Implementation and evalua-

tion are conducted in Section 5. We review related works in Section 6 and conclude this work in

Section 7.

2 OVERVIEW

2.1 Classical Fingerprinting Framework

The mainstream of existing approaches employ RSS observations at one location as its fingerprints

[23, 28, 50, 51]. Such systems typically consist of two phases: In the first offline training phase,

an RSS fingerprint database is constructed with locationally labeled fingerprints. In the online

localization phase, location is determined by fingerprint matching.

Formally, the area of interest is sampled as a discrete location space L = {l1, l2, . . . , ln },where n
is the amount of sample locations. For each location l i with coordinates (xi ,yi ), a corresponding

fingerprint is denoted as f i = { fi1, fi2, . . . , fim }, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where fi j denotes the RSS value (or

the RSS distribution in probabilistic algorithms [55]) of the jth AP and m is the total number of

APs in the targeted location space. All fingerprints form a fingerprint space F = { f 1, f 2, . . . , f n },
corresponding to the location space L. The radio map consisting of <l i , f i> terms is usually con-

structed either manually by site survey or automatically by crowdsourcing [28, 50]. Then location

is estimated by retrieving the best matches of a query fingerprint f q against F , using some specific

fingerprint similarity measures such as Euclidean distance:

arg min
1≤i≤n

√ ∑
1≤j≤m

( fi j − fqj )2. (1)

2.2 ViViPlus Overview

The design of ViViPlus follows the classical fingerprint framework, with no more inputs than any

existing fingerprint-based systems. By doing this, we retain the elegant ubiquity of WiFi finger-

printing. ViViPlus contains three unique modules, i.e., RSG matrix database construction, query

RSG matrix construction, and RSG matrix-based location estimation, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The RSG matrix database is constructed during the offline phase based on a conventional RSS

fingerprint database, with neither mobility nor other information requirements. The RSG matrix
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Fig. 1. Overview of ViViPlus workflow.

for one reference location is formed upon the RSS fingerprints from itself and its multiple neigh-

boring locations.

In the localization stage, a user reports a query RSS fingerprint in the identical form as classical

RSS fingerprints. Due to lack of location information and thus no neighboring locations, the query

is then transformed into an RSG matrix depending on the information of a current candidate lo-

cation. Specifically, when matching a user query fQ against a candidate reference location lC , we

construct an RSG matrix GQ (C ) tailored to this candidate location by reusing its RSG information

(nearby locations and corresponding fingerprints). Therefore, the query RSG matrix is customized

for each candidate location. The ultimate location estimate of query fQ is then determined by the

top k locations that output the largest similarity between their RSG matrices.

The proposed ViViPlus is computation efficient. The relatively complex RSG matrix construction

is a one-time effort during the offline phase. During the online phase, the extra computation costs

compared to traditional RSS fingerprint-based approaches lie in the query RSG matrix construction,

which can be fortunately computed in constant time. For practicality, we also implement an AP

selection procedure to include only good-quality APs (scored by AP information entropy [5]) for

localization. To further reduce the computation costs, in practice, we do not need to try every

reference location but can efficiently shrink the search space by looking at common APs.

3 SPATIAL AWARENESS OF RSS FINGERPRINTS

3.1 Limitations of RSS Fingerprint

While spatial uniqueness and temporal stability are two fundamental assumptions of RSS finger-

printing, these two properties do not always hold in practice.

On one hand, multipath effects of wireless signals render similar RSSs over different locations

of the same AP, resulting in the spatial ambiguity of RSS fingerprints, which means that finger-

prints from distinct (and distant) locations may be similar to each other. Figure 2(a) shows the

self-similarity matrix, using Euclidean distance, among each pair of fingerprints from 72 locations

in a classroom. As seen, the most similar fingerprints for each query do not always appear at

the true locations (on the diagonal line). In contrast, distant locations may possess more similar
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Fig. 2. Fingerprint spatial ambiguity and temporal instability: (a) Fingerprint distance matrix of 70 differ-

ent locations in a room. While most of the similar fingerprints appear at the true location (on diagonal

line), the top k most similar fingerprints may be far away. (b) Fingerprint distances of a specific location

(6, 2) to all other locations. (c) Re-collected fingerprint distance matrix against those used in (a). For some

queries, significant parts of the best-matched locations are not true locations. We index the 70 locations in

an 8 m × 9 m room with an S-shaped snakelike manner in (a) and (c).

fingerprints. Taking location (6, 2) as an example, we calculate the fingerprint similarity to all

70 locations in the room and depict the results in Figure 2(b). The second most similar fingerprint

appears at the location (2, 3), which is about 4m away from the true location (note that the width

and the length of the classroom are only about 9 m). Spatial ambiguity is recognized as the root

cause of large location errors in WiFi localization [23, 47].

On the other hand, RSS is sensitive to uncertain environmental dynamics due to severe mul-

tipath effects in complex indoor environments [21, 43, 55]. RSS variations may induce temporal

instability; i.e., location fingerprints would vary over time, deviating from and therefore failing to

match the initially collected ones. As shown in Figure 2(c), we re-collected the fingerprints of all

locations in the same room on a different day and calculated the similarity with those previously

collected. Compared with Figure 2(a), more locations cannot be correctly located using the newly

collected fingerprints, which indicates that they have deviated from the original version due to

temporal changes. As a result, temporal instability would gradually degrade the localization per-

formance over time, especially during long-term deployment.

In complex indoor environments, spatial ambiguity and temporal instability are even severe

yet inevitable due to multipath fading and temporal dynamics. Consequently, they become the

major obstacle behind the limited accuracy and reliability of WiFi localization based on RSS

fingerprints.

3.2 RSS Spatial Gradient

In contrast to previous WiFi fingerprinting that mainly employs RSS vectors as fingerprints, we

propose RSG to explore and exploit spatial features of RSS fingerprints. The key insight is that

certain spatial relationships among RSSs from multiple adjacent locations keep relatively stable,

although their individual RSS might be altered by signal distortions. As shown in Figure 3, RSS

differences between two neighboring locations are more stable than individual RSS values (with

about 80% improvement), regardless of the AP’s signal strengths. Therefore, we can seek a set of

neighboring locations to form an RSG matrix as more favorable fingerprints for our advantages of

building a more accurate and reliable fingerprinting scheme. Note that we do not assume that RSS

observations are similar among neighboring locations as we explore the stability of RSS differences

among them. However, we neither require that every pair of locations hold stable RSS differences.
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Fig. 3. We use the identical devices to collect RSS fingerprints simultaneously at different locations. RSS

differences between neighboring locations tend to be more stable than individual RSS values regardless of

the signal strength in different locations.

Fig. 4. Illustration of RSG matrix (of the central green sample location).

As demonstrated in the following, we only need to select a subset of neighboring locations that

possess more stable RSS spatial relationships.

Benefiting multiple RSSs across different spatial locations, the resulting profiles also would be

more distinguishable than a single RSS fingerprint. Hence, we explore and exploit such RSS spatial

gradient as a more favorable feature than the widely adopted original RSS fingerprints for location

mapping.

3.2.1 RSG Matrix Specification. An RSG matrix for a specific location depicts the RSS differ-

ences of every AP between itself and its neighboring locations, as shown in Figure 4. Specifically,

for a location l i , the RSG matrix is defined as

Gi = ( �дi1, �дi2, . . . , �дim )T, (2)

wherem is the total number of APs that are selected for location l i . �дik is a series of RSS differences

of AP k between l i and its 2r + 1 neighboring locations, which is defined as

�дik = {<d (l i , l j ),ϕ ( fik , fjk )>, i − r ≤ j ≤ i + r }, (3)

ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 15. Publication date: October 2021.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of RSG matrices at different locations, and we use negative and positive values to denote

the relative physical distance between target location and reference location in different directions: (a) RSG

matrix from location (2, 5). (b) RSG matrix from location (3, 4). (c) Query RSG matrix from (2, 5) generated

upon the RSG matrix of candidate location (2, 5), which is similar to (a). (d) Query RSG matrix from (2, 5)

built upon a different location (3, 4), which is significantly different from (b).

where ϕ ( fik , fjk ) is the RSS difference of AP k between location l i and its neighboring location

l j (i.e., the respective kth item in their corresponding fingerprints f i and f j ). In the section, we

simply calculate

ϕ ( fik , fjk ) = fik − fjk , (4)

and in Section 4.1.2 we will present a discrete definition to enhance the robustness.d (l i , l j ) denotes

the physical distance between l i and l j . The 2r + 1 neighboring locations, i.e., l i−1 to l i−r and l i+1

to l i+r , are selected from the surrounding subspace of l i and ordered in physical distance to the

current location l i . As a result, the RSG matrixGi for a reference location l i is am× (2r +1) matrix,

where the r + 1th column is all zeros (These will not necessarily be zeros when profiling a query

fingerprint, as detailed later in Section 4). Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show two illustrative RSG matrices

for two different locations, respectively.

3.2.2 RSG Matrix Superiority. We qualitatively analyze the advantages of the proposed RSG

matrix to traditional RSS fingerprints regarding temporal stability and spatial uniqueness.
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Fig. 6. RSG matrix mitigates spatial ambiguity and temporal instability: (a) Distance matrix of RSG matrix

of a room. (b) RSG matrix distance for a specific location (6, 2). (c) Distance matrix of RSG matrix of re-

collected fingerprint against the previous data used in (a). In both (a) and (c), the best-matched locations for

each query almost always appear at close locations to the true locations (on the diagonal line and its two

parallel lines).

First, the RSG matrix exploits the spatially differential RSSs among a set of nearby locations,

which turns out to be more stable against temporal dynamics than previous RSS fingerprints

formed by absolute RSS values observed at a single location [33, 43, 53]. Specifically, let f 1
ik

and f 1
jk

denote the RSS values of APk at two nearby locations l i and l j at time t1, and f 2
ik

and f 2
jk

denote

those measured at time t2. Accounting for that temporal dynamics in the environments would be

similar to neighboring locations, the RSS differences over time would also be likely similar, i.e.,

| f 1
ik
− f 1

jk
| ≈ | f 2

ik
− f 2

jk
|, while their respective RSS value changes | f 1

ik
− f 2

ik
| and | f 1

jk
− f 2

jk
| could

be significantly large, as shown in Figure 3.

Second, the RSG matrix is also more distinctively in space. The reasons are twofolds: (1) different

from traditional RSS fingerprints that rely on the measurements solely from one single location,

the RSG matrix synthesizes more information from multiple locations for location distinction and

naturally possesses better spatial resolution; (2) as will be depicted in Section 4, our novel scheme

for RSG matrix generation and comparison further improves the spatial uniqueness. To be brief,

the RSG matrix for a user query is constructed upon the fingerprints of a candidate reference

location and its selected neighbors. Therefore, the query RSG matrices of an identical query vary

upon different candidate locations. Hence, the constructed RSG matrix would be similar to the

reference matrix if the query comes from the same location as the reference one (Figure 5(a) and

5(c)); otherwise, they will be significantly different (Figure 5(b) and 5(d)). For two distant locations

that suffer from spatial ambiguity under traditional RSS fingerprints, their RSG matrices would still

be distinctive since they are unlikely to hold consistent gradients with the neighboring fingerprints

even though their fingerprints are similar.

Figure 6 illustrates the advanced results for the same dataset as in Figure 2, yet using RSG

matrix as fingerprints. Comparing Figure 2(a) with Figure 6(a) and Figure 2(b) with Figure 6(b),

the spatial ambiguity is clearly reduced by using the RSG matrix. If we compare Figure 2(c) with

Figure 6(c), one can also observe that the performance is well retained regarding temporal dynam-

ics. Specifically, in both Figure 6(a) and 6(c), the three best-matched RSG matrices almost always

appear at the three closest locations, as indicated in the three diagonal lines in the figures (note

that the three lines are not close together because we index the 70 locations in an 8 m × 9 m room

with an S-shaped snakelike manner).

The above superior properties lay a solid foundation for location distinction. In the follow-

ing, we design and implement a full functional localization system based on the proposed RSG.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of representative neighboring locations selection. Circles with darker color indicate larger

RSS difference variance to the targeted point marked by empty circles.

Unless otherwise mentioned, we still refer fingerprints to traditional RSS fingerprints in the

following.

4 VIVIPLUS DESIGN

In this section, we present the design and implementation of the ViViPlus system that exploits the

RSG matrix as fingerprints.

4.1 Realization of RSS Spatial Gradient

The RSG matrix for each reference location is built upon the original RSS fingerprint radio map.

In this section, we first discuss how to form a good RSG matrix for each reference location. Then

we consider discrete the RSG matrix to increase the robustness of our system. Finally, we present

how to profile a query fingerprint based on a reference location’s RSG.

Since an RSG matrix is a collection of the RSG of multiple APs (with each column corresponding

to one AP), we interpret on a single AP basic. The RSG matrix construction is then a repeat over

multiple selected APs.

4.1.1 Profiling a Reference Location. For a reference location l i with an average fingerprint

f i = { fik , 1 ≤ k ≤ m}, we consider all its neighboring locations within r sample points. Our

goal is to select c = 2r locations among them as the neighbors for RSG construction for each

AP. Recalling that the key insight of RSG is to exploit stable spatial features, we achieve this by

selecting a subset of locations that produce the most stable RSG for each AP.

Previously, we mentioned the representative fingerprint f i for a location l i as the average one.

In practice, the fingerprint database generally stores all raw fingerprint measurements for each

location [40, 55]. Therefore, there will be multiple RSS records of each AP for each location. There-

fore, we leverage all available RSS observations to optimize the spatial stability in RSG difference

variances.

Specifically, for location l i , denote its averaged RSS for the kth AP as fik . Suppose there are p

RSS records, i.e., { f (x )
jk
, 1 ≤ x ≤ p}, for a location l j in its neighboring set. As shown in Figure 7,

we calculate every RSS difference ϕ ( fik , f
(x )

jk
), 1 ≤ x ≤ p and derive the corresponding variance.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of Gaussian-like RSS distribution over time.

To guarantee sufficient space coverage of the selected neighbors, we increase the distance d step

by step from 1 to r and select the two locations with the smallest RSS difference variances for

each step. In practice, this policy is equivalent to selecting the two locations with the smallest

RSS variances. By doing this, we obtain c = 2r neighboring locations in total that cover physical

distances from 1 to r sample points. For each selected location l j , we calculate the RSS difference

as

ϕ ( fik , fjk ) = fik − fjk , (5)

where fjk =
1
p

∑p
t=1 f

(t )
jk

. Afterward, we generate the RSG for current location l i by dividing the

selected neighbors into two parts with identical sizes and ordering them by physical distances to

l i , resulting in the RSG profile

�дik = {< d (l i , l j ),ϕ ( fik , fjk ) >, i − r ≤ j ≤ i + r } (6)

of the kth AP as in Figure 4. Repeating the above procedure for each AP in f i , we obtain the RSG

matrix whose kth column corresponds to the RSG profile of the kth AP.

The above profiling procedure is similar to that in [40], which optimizes the stability in terms

of entire fingerprint similarity. Differently, ViViPlus considers spatial stability based on the RSS

gradient for the RSG matrix.

The complexity of profiling each sample location is O (Nr (m + 1)), where Nr is the number

of neighboring sampling locations within the range r and m is the number of raw fingerprint

records of each sample location. Taking the grid topology in Figure 7 as an example, the complexity

is O ( 4
3 (4r − 1) (m + 1)). Considering that r is generally a small constant number (e.g., <5), the

complexity is then linear tom.

4.1.2 Discretization of RSG matrix. In practice, there might be uncertainties even when we

use the averaged RSS for calculation of RSS difference. To improve the robustness, we further

discretize the RSG matrix. After discretization, each RSG matrix element reflects the strength re-

lationship of the RSSs between the current location and its nearby locations, which is more stable

and reliable than the absolute RSS difference.

As shown in Figure 8, multiple RSS measurements from a specific AP over time typically follow

a Gaussian distribution [5, 21, 55], and we adopt the discretization method based on t-test as in [33].

t−Test is a statistical hypothesis test that determines whether the null hypothesis (no difference

between sample values) is rejected or accepted.

Let Rik = { f (x )
ik
} and R jk = { f (x )

jk
}, 1 ≤ x ≤ p denote two sets of RSS samples from AP k at

location l i and l j . The mean and standard variance of Rik and R jk are denoted by (μik ,σik ) and
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(μ jk ,σjk ), respectively. Then we test the following two-side hypothesis:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪
⎩

H0 : μik = μ jk

H1 : μik � μ jk .
(7)

The t-statistic can be calculated as

tk =
μik − μ jk√

σ 2
ik

n
+

σ 2
jk

n

. (8)

Therefore, we can compute the cumulative distribution for t distribution at values in tk , and we

set the signification level α = 0.1. The null hypothesis H0 can be rejected with confidence (i.e.

μik � μ jk ) if a cumulative density is greater than 1 − α , and accepted (i.e. μik = μ jk ) otherwise.

Based on the significance test, we compute the RSS gradient (i.e., the discrete RSS difference)

ϕ ( fik , fjk ) as

ϕ ( fik , fjk ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

1, H0 is accepted

2, H0 is rejected and μik ≥ μ jk

0, H0 is rejected and μik < μ jk .

(9)

The improvement by the disretized RSS gradient would be compared with the non-discrete RSS

difference in the evaluation in Section 5.2.3.

4.1.3 Profiling a Query Fingerprint. In ViViPlus, a user queries his/her location by reporting an

RSS fingerprint. We then construct an RSG matrix based on a single query fingerprint. The key

intuition is to reuse the data in the RSG matrix database for reference locations to generate the

query RSG matrix. By doing this, a ViViPlus user is not required to report any mobility data, only

an RSS fingerprint, as if he/she is using a conventional RSS fingerprint-based system.

Consider that we match a query RSS fingerprint f Q against a candidate reference location lC .

We then generate the query RSG matrix by substituting the query fingerprint as the representative

fingerprint of lC . Specifically, suppose

�дCk = {<d (lC , l j ),ϕ ( fCk , fjk )>, j ∈ N (lC )} (10)

is the RSG for the kth AP in the reference RSG matrixGC for the current location, where N (lC ) de-

notes the selected neighbors. The corresponding column in the query RSG matrixGQ is calculated

as

�дQk = {<d (lC , l j ),ϕ ( fQk , fjk )>, j ∈ N (lC )}, (11)

where we replace fCk in �дCk and keep everything else (including lC ) unchanged. Repeat this for

allm APs, and we derive a query RSG matrix:

GQ = ( �дQ1, �дQ2, . . . , �дQm )T. (12)

Generally, the resulted query RSG matrix will be similar to the reference one if the query finger-

print is from the same or close location with lC . Otherwise, the two matrices would deviate from

each other significantly because two different locations are unlikely to share consistent RSS spa-

tial gradients over N (lC ) locations. This reference-data-based query matrix generation is a unique

design, which enables ViViPlus to deal with a single query fingerprint from one user without any

additional information.
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Fig. 9. Overview of domain adversarial learning-based model.

4.2 Localization with RSG Matrices

Different approaches can be used for RSG matrix localization. We consider a domain adversarial

neural network (DANN)-based method, an eigenvector-based method, and a SIFT-based method

in ViViPlus.

4.2.1 DANN-based Method. In order to achieve accurate and robust localization performance,

we leverage the DANN to further extract the dynamics-resistant feature based on the generated

RSG matrix. An overview of the proposed domain adversarial learning model is shown in Figure 9.

The input RSG matrix is first transformed into latent representation E (x ) by the feature extrac-

tor. Using the learned feature representations, the location predictor is leveraged to maximize

the localization accuracy and obtain the location predictions. To remove domain-specific features,

a domain discriminator is designed to label each domain (specifically, to identify when the fin-

gerprints are collected). The feature extractor tries its best to cheat the domain discriminator and

at the same time boost the accuracy of the localization results, which is termed as a minimax

game [20, 56]. Through this minimax game, the feature extractor can finally learn the domain-

independent features E (x ) for all RSG matrices. During the localization stage, multiple query RSG

matrices representing different reference locations generated from the original query fingerprints

are predicted by the well-trained model, respectively, and we take the one with the highest predic-

tion probability to its real location as the localization result.

4.2.2 Eigenvector-based Method. As the fingerprints involved in ViViPlus are in a matrix form,

we intend to devise matrix features for fingerprint matching. Specifically, we exploit eigenvectors

and eigenvalues, which are the most common and useful characteristics of a matrix that reflect

the spatial feature and dimensionality of the specific matrix. Under this context, an RSG matrix G
can also be expressed as a set of {<λ1, �μ1>, <λ2, �μ2, . . . , <λm , �μm>}, where �μ1, �μ2, . . . , �μm denotes

the m eigenvectors under eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λm . We calculate a representative vector �v as

λ1μ1 + λ2μ2 + . . . + λmμm for each RSG matrix Gi for location li . Then we only need to calculate

the similarity of the representative vector �vi for localization. The eigenvector method depicts the

spatial feature of a matrix in a way more or less like individually considering each column of the

RSG matrix that represents the RSS gradients under each AP, which makes the eigenvector method

a more practical significance method.
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Table 1. Data Collection in Different Scenarios

# Building Type (Areas) Size (m2) Density Devices #Region #Samples Duration

1 Academic
(Public areas)

600 1 m × 1 m Nexus 5/7,
two Nexus 6p

13 72K 2 weeks

2 Office
(Whole floor)

1,500 2 m × 2 m Two Nexus S 20 65K 2 weeks

3 Classroom
(Public areas)

2,000 1.2 m × 1.2 m Nexus 7,
two Nexus 6p

18 96K 2 weeks

4 Shopping mall
(Public areas)

2,130 ———— HUAWEI P9,
imoo Z5/Z6

30 288K 7 months

4.2.3 SIFT-like Method. As shown in Figure 5, an RSG matrix can also be treated as an image

with only one channel. Thus, we can also apply developed computer vision techniques such as SIFT

[24] for our matrix matching. The SIFT first extracts keypoints from the one channel RSG image

and appends detailed descriptors to each keypoint. The keypoint with descriptor in the reference

RSG image can be expressed as Ri = (ri1, ri2, . . . , rin ), and Si = (si1, si2, . . . , sin ) in the query RSG

image, where n is the dimension of the descriptor vector. The similarity metric between any two

descriptors can be expressed as d (Ri , Si ) =
√∑n

j=1 (ri j − si j )2. The reference RSG image with the

highest overall similarity is used as the matching result for the query RSG image. The SIFT-like

method is a more distinctive algorithm that treats the RSG matrix as an image and focuses on key

elements of the matrix.

5 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EVALUATION

5.1 Experiment Methodology

We have implemented ViViPlus on Android platforms and conduct experiments using seven dif-

ferent devices over various scenarios. And we deploy ViViPlus in real business environments and

continuously evaluate the system performance across 7 months. In this section, we first introduce

the experimental settings and then present a detailed evaluation.

5.1.1 System Implementation & Workflow. We implemented the client of ViViPlus on the An-

droid mobile platforms and the server on the Linux OS. In brief, the clients collect raw RSS data and

upload it to the server. The server-side constructs the RSG matrix based on the query fingerprint

and compares the query RSG matrix with the pre-constructed database for localization. Finally,

the server returns the localization result to the client for location-based services or applications.

5.1.2 Experimental Scenarios & Datasets. We conduct our extensive experiments in four differ-

ent buildings, as shown in Figure 10. The four buildings have different environmental conditions.

In particular, the classroom building and shopping mall are much more crowded than the academic

building and school office building. The data collection details in each building are summarized

in Table 1. We use different sampling densities for different scenarios that have different require-

ments on localization accuracy. Dense sampling can improve localization accuracy but also has

a greater burden of site survey. However, sampling density does not affect the RSG profiling due

to the flexible reference location selection strategy, as described in Section 4.1. The training sam-

ples are collected once at the beginning, while test samples are collected multiple times at inter-

vals. When collecting fingerprints for training, we employ a typical sampling frequency of around

1 Hz. We employ seven phones of five different models manufactured by different companies for

data collection, which are equipped with different WiFi chips. We additionally employ two kinds

of smartphones, imoo Z5 and imoo Z6, to collect query fingerprints during the localization stage.
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Fig. 10. Experimental areas.

5.1.3 Comparative Methods. To extensively evaluate the performance of ViViPlus, we addition-

ally implement five different state-of-the-art approaches for comparison, which have been pro-

posed to enhance the primary RSS fingerprinting. The five methods are (1) Horus [55]: a classical

probabilistic algorithm; (2) TW-KNN [11]: it applies an iterative, recursive weighted average filter

to form temporally weighted RSSs as fingerprints; (3) GIFT [33]: a binary metric of differential RSSs

at two adjacent locations along a moving trace is exploited—as GIFT is designed for mobile traces,

we combine queries from two adjacent locations as one for GIFT in the localization experiments

and implement normal GIFT for tracking experiments; (4) ViVi [40]: a most related system that

puts forward a similar concept of fingerprint spatial gradient; (5) Magicol [32]: a mobile tracking

system using a Particle Filter to fuse traditional WiFi fingerprints and magnetic signals.

In our experiments, we compare our system ViViPlus with Horus, TW-KNN, GIFT (modified),

and ViVi. In tracking experiments, we integrate ViViPlus with a Particle Filter (PF) [49] and

compare it with GIFT (original), Magicol, and Horus (with a PF). We mainly aim to show the ad-

vantages of the proposed RSG over RSS fingerprints. Therefore, we focus on the relative accuracy

improvement rather than the absolute accuracy achieved by ViViPlus. Hence, we mainly imple-

ment the core fingerprinting and matching components of the above systems. For example, we

omit the clustering step for fast localization in Horus [55]. Then we apply identical preprocessing

steps (e.g., AP selection) to all methods.

5.1.4 Evaluation Metrics. Similar to existing works, we adopt two methods to evaluate the local-

ization performance: (1) Distance-level localization bias, which is a fine-grained evaluating indica-

tor. The Euler distance between localization result and ground truth is defined as localization bias.

The average location error and the 95th percentile error are adopted as major performance metrics

in this method. (2) Region-level localization success rate, which is a relatively coarse-grained but

intuitive and meaningful indicator. We count the rate that a system locates a user in the correct

room or region we segmented. Both of the two indicators are leveraged in experiments in the office,

academic, and classroom buildings. And only the localization success rate is used in the shopping

mall because of the large fingerprints sampling density and irregular shape of public areas.
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Fig. 11. Localization methods with

RSG.

Fig. 12. Different method compar-

ison.

Fig. 13. Different RSG matrix.

5.2 Overall Performance

5.2.1 Different Localization Methods with RSG Matrix. We first explore the best RSG matrix

comparing methods. We integrate the results of different phones from all experimental areas for

evaluation. In addition to the methods that leverage global features of a matrix for localization

(see Section 4.2), we further incorporate the methods in DorFin [44] and implement an additional

method that compares RSG matrices row by row. As shown in Figure 11, the DANN-based method

achieves the best accuracy, yielding an average accuracy of 2.13 m and a 95th error of 4.91 m. The

eigenvector-based method achieves an average accuracy of 2.5 m and a 95th error of 5.61 m. The

SIFT-like method achieves an average accuracy of 3.12 m and a 95th error of 6.05 m. The Dorfin-

based method achieves an average accuracy of 3.3 m and a 95th error of 6.12 m. Considering the

localization accuracy, we use the DANN-based method for following evaluation.

5.2.2 Overall Performance Comparison. The performances of the proposed ViViPlus, as well as

the four state-of-the-art and comparative approaches, are depicted in Figure 12. As seen, ViViPlus

achieves the best performance among all. The average accuracy outperforms Horus by 50.7%, TW-

KNN by 44.2%, and GIFT by 38.9%, and exceeds ViVi by 31.6%. The 95th percentile accuracy outper-

forms the four comparative approaches by 40.4%, 33.8%, 30.8%, and 22.5%, respectively. The results

demonstrate that ViViPlus achieves remarkable performance gains based on only RSS fingerprints

without the pains introducing extra information or constraints. Further performance gains by ad-

ditional information like sensor hints can easily be incorporated in ViViPlus. For example, we

implement particle filter in ViViPlus and evaluate it for tracking in Section 5.4.

5.2.3 Absolute vs. Discrete RSG Matrix. We evaluate the benefit of RSG matrix discretization.

Evidently in Figure 13, RSG matrix discretization significantly improves the robustness of ViViPlus.

While the 95th percentile errors are similar, the average accuracy is improved by 20.9%; it decreased

from 2.61m to 2.13m by discretizing the RSG matrix.

5.2.4 Performance with Different Conditions. To examine the robustness and practicability of

ViViPlus, we invite three users to evaluate it in different buildings with different devices. As shown

in Figure 14, ViViPlus achieves consistently delightful accuracy of 2.01 m, 2.24 m, and 2.43 m in

the academic, office, and classroom buildings that suffer from different crowd levels and wireless

environments. And as depicted in Figure 15, ViViPlus yields an average localization success rate

of 96.2% in the office building, 94.8% in the academic building, 94.1% in the classroom, and 92.4% in

the shopping mall. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 16, the average accuracies when using Nexus

6p, Nexus 5, and Nexus 7 pad are 2.05 m, 2.22 m, and 2.35 m, respectively, while the fingerprint

databases are not necessarily constructed using the same models of phones (see Table 1). The

results demonstrate that ViViPlus achieves similar performance regardless of the environments

and devices.
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Fig. 14. Different areas (location

error).

Fig. 15. Different areas (success

rate).

Fig. 16. Different devices.

Fig. 17. Comparison in temporal

robustness.

Fig. 18. Comparison in long-term accuracy.

Fig. 19. Impacts of r . Fig. 20. Impacts of AP number. Fig. 21. Impact of domain number.

5.2.5 Performance Comparison with Different Time Interval. We also examine localization ro-

bustness in terms of temporal stability. We recollect fingerprints during the different time intervals

in all four scenarios and use the original database for localization. Figure 17 depicts the perfor-

mance of ViViPlus as well as the three approaches. ViViPlus yields a similar success rate of more

than 93.4% even after 2 weeks. Compared with related works where the success rates decrease

more than 7%, the decrease in success rate for ViViPlus is within 2%. The results demonstrate

that RSG matrices-based localization can extract robust features to resist the fingerprint temporal

instability caused by wireless signal fluctuation.

5.2.6 Long-term Performance Comparison. We finally compare ViViPlus with related systems

to verify the performance of the proposed method in long-term accuracy. We continuously col-

lect RSS fingerprints and evaluate the performance of systems over 7 months. Figure 18 records

performance variation during such a long period. As shown, ViViPlus achieves the best perfor-

mance among all comparative systems at any given time. Even after 7 months, the localization

success rate of ViViPlus still maintains 80%, which only decreases by 15% compared with other

systems by at least 27%. It is worth mentioning that in the 18th week, due to the re-decoration of

the shopping mall, the performance of three comparative works reduces sharply. However, there

is merely a negligible effect on the performance of the proposed ViViPlus. The above remarkable

results demonstrate that the proposed ViViPlus is qualified for locating in dynamic environments,

and the proposed RSG matrices and DANN-based localization are able to maintain the system’s

performance for a long time.
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5.3 Impact of Parameters

5.3.1 Impacts of Neighbor Number. In the above experiments, we use six neighbors (r = 3)

to generate RSG matrices. Now we examine the impacts of r ranging from 2 to 5. As shown in

Figure 19, when r increases from 2 to 3, the average location errors decrease from 3.84 m to 2.5 m.

When r further increases to 5, however, the location errors increase to 2.96 m (r = 4) and 3.35 m

(r = 5). The results indicate that the spatial stability among neighboring RSSs only holds within

a certain space range. Thus, if using two distant neighbors (too large r ), RSS observations from

distant locations will also be involved, which will degrade the stableness of the RSG matrix.

5.3.2 Impacts of AP Number. We also examine the impacts of AP numbers, which determine

the size of the resulting RSG matrix. We evaluated the performance by randomly choosing 5, 15,

20, and all APs without filtering. As shown in Figure 20, ViViPlus achieves the best performance

when using 15 APs. The average accuracy increases by 53.2%, 24%, and 20.4% compared with using

5, 10, and all APs. Also, note that the larger AP number we select, the higher system latency will

result. Thus, in ViViPlus, we use 15 APs by default.

5.3.3 Impacts of Domain Number. The localization performance of the DANN-based method

depends on the number of source domains in the model training [16]. In this experiment, we divide

the datasets into two disjoint sets as the source and target domains. There are 22 different time

periods (when collected) as the source domains and 15 different time periods as the target domains.

Here, we refer to the domains with and without label information as the source and target domain.

Figure 21 shows the accuracy of ViViPlus by using the DANN with the different number of source

domains. We can observe that the proposed ViViPlus can achieve better accuracy when the number

of source domains increased, and achieves the best performance when using more than 14 source

domains in all three scenarios. Therefore, in practical applications, an appropriate increase in the

number of source domains is necessary to achieve the best performance.

5.4 ViViPlus in Mobile Tracking

ViViPlus achieves reliable localization with no more inputs than traditional RSS fingerprints. Nev-

ertheless, extra information like inertially sensed user mobility [51] and mature methods like Par-

ticle Filter [14] can be easily incorporated in ViViPlus to further improve the performance, espe-

cially for continuous tracking. In the following, we integrate a Particle Filter module in ViViPlus

and evaluate it for real-time tracking.

Environment Setting: We conduct tracking experiments in the same environments, as shown

in Table 1, and collect RSS measurements while walking. We respectively collect 100, 150, and 250

traces in the academic, office, and classroom buildings with more than 14,000 location queries. The

traces are collected over different times, with lengths varying from 10 m to 25 m. Figure 22 shows

two example areas, one of which is in the corridors of the academic building and the other in the

classroom building when there are sometimes many students walking by and sometimes nobody

around.

Tracking Performance: To compare the performance of ViViPlus for tracking, we also imple-

ment Magicol (WiFi plus magnetism sensor with PF) in addition to the aforementioned GIFT (with

PF) and Horus (with PF). As shown in Figure 23(a), ViViPlus outperforms Horus by 55.1%, GIFT by

34.5%, and Magicol by 29.6% in terms of mean accuracy. The 95th percentile accuracy outperforms

the three comparative approaches by 50.2%, 32.3%, and 24.5%, respectively. ViViPlus still yields

better accuracy even compared to Magicol, which employs WiFi together with magnetism signals.

Moreover, sensor data like magnetism can also be easily integrated into ViViPlus.
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Fig. 22. Tracking environments.

Fig. 23. Result of mobile tracking.

The tracking performance of ViViPlus in different buildings is compared in Figure 23(b). The

average accuracy in the three buildings is 1.76 m, 1.93 m, and 2.12 m, with a minor bias within

0.4 m. The results demonstrate consistent reliable performance of ViViPlus for deployment over

different areas.

System Latency: We also evaluate the latency of ViViPlus in real-time mobile tracking. We

randomly select more than 4,000 queries to calculate the average computational latency using a

laptop with an i5-5300 core. The average computational latency of ViViPlus (RSG matrix with

DANN) is 0.15 s, which can meet the latency requirements in real application scenarios. And

as a comparison, the average latency of GIFT, Magicol, and Horus are 0.19 s, 0.25 s, and 0.14 s,

respectively.

6 RELATED WORKS

ViViPlus is closely related to several related works in the literature of indoor localization.

Easing Deployment: Site survey has been a major bottleneck for fingerprint-based lo-

calization, which is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Among various research efforts, a

recent crowdsourcing-based approach sheds promising light in easing the site survey costs

[28, 36, 41, 50]. Both [7] and [8] propose zero-calibration systems for realistic environments.

OIL [26] facilitates rapid coverage by building an organic surveying system. Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques are incorporated to avoid the training costs,

which result in a set of technique advancements including WiFiSLAM [10], GraphSLAM [15],

and SemanticSLAM [1]. In addition to radio maps, pioneer works including [9, 17, 31] further

consider automatic construction of floorplans, which also stimulates the practical deployment

of WiFi-based localization significantly. Specifically, Walkie-Markie [31] exploits RSS trends
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along pathways for the reconstruction of indoor pathways. Targeting a different perspective of

accuracy for fingerprint-based localization, ViViPlus is orthogonal with these works and can be

put together to enable practical indoor positioning services.

Using Extra Hints: Many works attempt to improve the accuracy of WiFi fingerprinting by

leveraging additional information. Ranging via acoustic signals [23] or WiFi Direct [18] among

multiple devices is introduced to alleviate fingerprint ambiguity. Fusing inertial sensor data also

attracts extensive studies. SurroundSense [2] integrates various sensor hints as multi-modal fin-

gerprints for localization. More commonly, motion information is fused to provide relative loca-

tions to improve fingerprint-based localization [51]. [14] and [28] utilize geometric constraints

imposed by both mobility information and digital floorplan. Most recently, several works exist

that utilize a fusion of camera and mobile sensors with a wide variety of applications. Argus

[47] makes use of visual images to obtain extra position constraints for fingerprinting. Click-

Loc [48] leverages sensor-enriched photos and enables user localization with a single photo of

the surrounding place of interest (POI) with high accuracy and short delay. PHADE [4] re-

lies on surveillance cameras to view users’ motion patterns and compare the motion with the

trajectory calculated from IMU sensors on the user’s phone to identify each user and track

them. While remarkable accuracy is gained by these approaches, they generally rely on addi-

tional information from extra sensors, multiple devices, or many participatory users. On the

contrary, ViViPlus improves WiFi fingerprinting without any additional constraints on system

inputs.

Physical Layer CSI: Recently, CSI has been leveraged for precise localization [19, 22, 27, 35,

37, 52]. With higher resolution to multipath fading, CSI-based systems can yield decimeter-level

accuracy [19, 35]. PinLoc [29] uses CSI as fingerprints to improve localization accuracy, but with

significant deployment costs. FILA [45] extracts the line-of-sight signal from CSI for accurate rang-

ing. SpotFi [19] achieves decimeter-level location accuracy by accurately computing the angle of

arrival (AoA) of multipath components using CSI. Chronus [35] splices multiple WiFi channel

and achieves decimeter-level localization accuracy with a single WiFi device. CSI is also exploited

for passive localization and tracking [22, 37]. LiFS [37] leverages the shadowing effect caused by

the person’s blocking line-of-sight paths of WiFi links to achieve passive localization. Dynamic-

Music [22] leverages the incoherence between the signal reflected from the moving person and

the static signal to separate the former signal and calculate its AoA for tracking. Despite its high

precision, CSI is not readily available on commercial smartphones. Therefore, these systems rely

on customized hardware or specialized WiFi Network Interface Cards like Intel 5300, which largely

limits the ubiquity for deployment.

Spatial Awareness: Some recent innovations also explore RSS spatial awareness for enhanced

fingerprinting [6, 31, 33]. Early efforts such as the well-known Horus system [55] employ advanced

probabilistic methods to enhance the first fingerprinting system RADAR [3]. Recently, Walkie-

Markie [31] is the first to explore RSS changing trends along pathways for floorplan construction.

INTRI [12] combines RSS contours with traditional fingerprinting for better accuracy. GIFT [33]

defines a binary differential RSS, i.e., the difference of RSSs from two continuous locations, as a

replacement of absolute RSSs to deal with signal variations. While these works inspire the design

of ViViPlus, they rely on user movements and are only applicable to continuous tracking. RSS-

Ratio [6] leverages differential RSS on two antennas on MIMO systems, which is not suitable for

commodity smartphones. ViVi [40] is the most related work to ViViPlus. It employs fingerprint

spatial gradient for better fingerprinting. Compared with the fingerprint spatial gradient used by

ViVi, ViViPlus exploits an intrinsic RSS spatial gradient to portray the spatial features of neigh-

boring locations in a fine-grained manner, which achieves better performance regarding spatial

ambiguity and temporal instability.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this article, we present the design and implementation of ViViPlus, an indoor localization sys-

tem purely based on WiFi fingerprints, which jointly mitigates spatial ambiguity and temporal

instability and derives reliable performance without impairing the ubiquity. ViViPlus exploits the

spatial awareness of RSS values by formulating an RSG matrix as enhanced WiFi fingerprints.

We devise techniques for the representation, construction, and localization of the proposed RSG

matrix and integrate ViViPlus as a fully practical system that requires no more inputs than any

previous RSS fingerprint-based systems. We conduct extensive experiments across 7 months in dif-

ferent buildings and implement five other systems for comparison. The results demonstrate that

ViViPlus significantly improves the accuracy in both localization and tracking scenarios by about

30% to 50% compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.
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